
 

 
 
 

Second Reading  Romans 5: 6–11  
 

The Letter of St Paul to the Romans, occupying first place in the New 
Testament Epistles, was not in fact Paul’s first letter. Scholars think that 
he wrote it in the mid-first century AD, probably in Corinth, on his way 
back from his third missionary journey in the East Mediterranean.  

Here he writes to the church in Rome to announce his visit, wanting to 
introduce himself, and giving them an extended exposé of his 
understanding of the Gospel. However, because he has not yet met 
them, Paul does not deal with specific problems of the church in Rome, 
which included Jews and Gentiles. 

This Epistle has influenced Christian theology more than any other. In 
the first four chapters, Paul demonstrated that we are judged righteous 
by faith. Here in Chapter 5 he shows that being righteous, or ‘justified’, 
brings about a reconciliation, a deep peace and harmony and eternal 
friendship with God. 

Through Christ’s dying when 'we were still helpless' (that is, when we 
did not yet know the Lord Jesus), God shows his unconditional, 
spontaneous love for us. As sinners, we were the 'enemies' of God, but 
by Jesus’s dying on the cross for us, we are reconciled with God, 
restored in our friendship and intimacy with him. 

Gospel   Matthew 9: 36–10: 8 
 

This week’s passage introduces the central section of St Matthew’s Gospel. 
After many healing miracles, Jesus now commissions his disciples to do as 
he did – that is to proclaim the Word of God and heal the spiritually and 
physically sick. 
He felt sorry for them 
The Greek word used here indicates a sensation felt in the pit of one’s 
stomach, in one’s guts, believed to be the seat of the emotions. It is a very 
strong word. 
They were like sheep without a shepherd 
The image of the leader as a shepherd is found several times in the Old 
Testament (see Numbers 27: 17, 1 Kings 22: 17, Ezekiel 34: 5). It refers to 
both political and religious leadership. 
The harvest is rich 
Matthew also uses this image for describing the Final Judgement (Matthew 
13: 30 and 13: 39). Here the problem of the absence of labourers is turned 
into an opportunity. Jesus summons his disciples. 
He gave them authority over unclean spirits 
Unclean spirits were blamed for mental and physical diseases. Having 
authority over them enables the disciples to perform healings. 
The names of the twelve apostles 
This is the first time that Matthew calls them apostles. The term in Greek 
means being sent out. There are twelve of them, a reminder of the twelve 
tribes of Israel. 
The assumption is that they have been called earlier, although Matthew 
only describes the call of four of them (4: 18–22). 
Apart from a few minor changes, they are the same people whom Mark (3: 
16–19) and Luke (6: 14–16) mention in their Gospels. 
They are very different people: Jews and Greeks; Matthew, a tax collector 
who fraternised with Rome; wealthy fishermen (James and John have their 
own business); and poor fishermen (Simon and Andrew); an ultra-nationalist 
revolutionary (Simon the Zealot); and Judas Iscariot, whose surname is 
thought to be a corruption of an Aramaic word meaning liar or deceiver. 
There are two pairs of brothers. 
This disparate group transcends the tensions found in Israelite society of the 
time. All are welcome, even political enemies. 
Go to the lost sheep of the House of Israel 
In the first instance they, like Jesus, are to stay in the region. It is only after 
the Resurrection that Jesus will send them out to all nations. 
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